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 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440940]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440942]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440944]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440946]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440948]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440950]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440952]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440954]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440970]Cisco Nexus 2248TP-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440972]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440974]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440976]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440978]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440980]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440982]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440984]Cisco Nexus 2248TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440986]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440988]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440990]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440992]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440994]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440996]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1440998]Cisco Nexus 2248PQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441000]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441002]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441004]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441006]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441008]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441010]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441012]Cisco Nexus 2232TM-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441014]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441016]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441018]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441020]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441022]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441024]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441026]Cisco Nexus 2232TM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441028]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441030]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441032]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441034]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441036]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441038]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441040]Cisco Nexus 2232PP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441042]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441044]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441046]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441048]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441050]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441052]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441054]Cisco Nexus 2224TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441056]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441058]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441060]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441062]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441064]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441066]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441068]B22IBM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441070]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441072]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441074]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441076]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441078]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441080]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441082]B22HP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441084]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441086]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441088]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441090]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441092]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441094]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441096]B22F (Fujitsu)
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441098]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441100]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441102]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441104]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441106]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441108]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441110]B22DELL
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441112]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441114]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441116]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441118]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441120]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441122]X
 

 
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441434] 
 
   
    
     
 [bookmark: pgfId-1441129]Table 1-4 [bookmark: 44531]FEXs Supported by Cisco Nexus 9500 I/O Modules 
 
     
    	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441147]FEX Model 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441149]X9736PQ 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441151]X9636PQ 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441153]X9564TX 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441155]X9564PX 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441157]X9536PQ 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441159]X9464TX 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441161]X9464PX 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441163]X9432PQ 
        
	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441167]ACI Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441169]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441171]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441173]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441175]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441177]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441179]NX-OS Mode 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441181]NX-OS Mode 
        
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441183]Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441185]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441187]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441189]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441191]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441193]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441195]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441197]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441199]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441201]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441203]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441205]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441207]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441209]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441211]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441213]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441215]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441217]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441237]Cisco Nexus 2248TP-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441239]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441241]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441243]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441245]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441247]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441249]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441251]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441253]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441255]Cisco Nexus 2248TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441257]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441259]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441261]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441263]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441265]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441267]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441269]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441271]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441273]Cisco Nexus 2248PQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441275]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441277]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441279]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441281]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441283]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441285]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441287]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441289]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441291]Cisco Nexus 2232TM-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441293]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441295]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441297]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441299]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441301]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441303]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441305]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441307]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441309]Cisco Nexus 2232TM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441311]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441313]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441315]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441317]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441319]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441321]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441323]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441325]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441327]Cisco Nexus 2232PP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441329]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441331]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441333]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441335]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441337]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441339]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441341]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441343]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441345]Cisco Nexus 2224TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441347]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441349]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441351]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441353]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441355]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441357]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441359]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441361]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441363]B22IBM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441365]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441367]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441369]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441371]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441373]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441375]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441377]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441379]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441381]B22HP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441383]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441385]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441387]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441389]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441391]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441393]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441395]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441397]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441399]B22F (Fujitsu)
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441401]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441403]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441405]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441407]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441409]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441411]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441413]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441415]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441417]B22DELL
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441419]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441421]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441423]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441425]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441427]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441429]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441431]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441433]—
 

 
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441435]All of the Cisco Nexus 2000 Series FEXs are 1 RU high and require 19-inch racks for installation. For more information about the dimensions and weights of each FEX chassis, its power supplies, and fan modules, see Physical Specifications.
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441439]The following sections describe the Cisco Nexus 2000 Series FEXs and their components:
 
  	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441443]Power Supply and Fan Modules
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441447]Ports and Connectors
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441451]Chassis Features

 
  
  
  [bookmark: pgfId-1441453][bookmark: Power_Supply_and_Fan_Modules][bookmark: 37794]Power Supply and Fan Modules
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441454]Each FEX chassis supports one or two power modules (one for operations and one for redundancy) and 1, 3, or 4 fan modules (depending on the FEX model). If the chassis has only one power supply, make sure that there is a blank module (N2200-P-BLNK) installed in the unused power supply slot to preserve the designed airflow. 
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441456]Each FEX chassis supports power supply and fan modules that have either port-side intake or port-side exhaust airflow. 
 
   
   [image: caut.gif] 
   
  
 
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1450380] 
   Caution 
   [image: blank.gif] All of the power supply and fan modules in the same chassis must have the same airflow direction and the cold air intake for the chassis must be located in a cold aisle or else the switch can overheat and shut down. 
    
    
 
    
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1450373]Port-side intake modules have red coloring and port-side exhaust modules have blue coloring. Power supply coloring is displayed on the module release latches, and fan module coloring is displayed as either a stripe on the front of the module or as the color of the module handle.
 
   
   [image: note.gif] 
   
  
 
  [bookmark: pgfId-1441457]Note[image: blank.gif] Some older power supply and fan modules use black stripes for port-side intake airflow and no stripe for port-side exhaust airflow.
 
   
   
 
   
  
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441458]You can hot swap a power supply module as long as there is another power supply module functioning in the chassis. You can hot swap a fan module in a chassis with multiple fan modules as long as the other fan modules are installed and functioning. You can hot swap a fan module in a chassis with a single fan module as long as you replace it within 60 seconds.
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441462]For the power supplies supported by each FEX chassis, see  Table 1-5 . For the fan modules supported by each FEX chassis, see  Table 1-6 .
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441626] 
 
   
    
     
 [bookmark: pgfId-1457779]Table 1-5 [bookmark: 46400]Power Supplies Supported by Cisco Nexus FEX Chassis 
 
     
    	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457787]FEX Chassis 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457789]Power Supplies 
        
	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457797]N2200-PAC-400W 
        
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457798]N2200-PAC-400W-B 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457800]N2200-PDC-400W 
        
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457801]N2200-PDC-350W-B 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457803]NXA-PHV-500W 
        
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1457804]NXA-PHV-500W-B 
        
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457806]Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457808]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457810]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457939]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457814]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457816]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457818]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457941]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457822]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457824]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457826]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457943]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457830]Cisco Nexus 2332TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457832]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457834]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457945]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457838]Cisco Nexus 2248TP-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457840]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457842]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457947]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457846]Cisco Nexus 2248TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457848]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457850]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457949]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457854]Cisco Nexus 2248PQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457856]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457858]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457951]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457862]Cisco Nexus 2232TM-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457864]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457869]X2
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457953]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457873]Cisco Nexus 2232TM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457875]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457877]X 1 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457955]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457881]Cisco Nexus 2232PP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457883]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457885]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457957]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457889]Cisco Nexus 2224TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457891]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457893]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1457959]—
 

 
   
  	 
       
       2.[bookmark: pgfId-1457868]The 2232TM-E and 2232TM do not support the N2200-PDC-350W-B.
 
       

 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441869] 
 
   
    
     
 [bookmark: pgfId-1441630]Table 1-6 [bookmark: 18756]Fan Modules Supported by Cisco Nexus FEX Chassis
 
     
    	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441646]Cisco Nexus FEX Chassis 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441648]Quantity 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441650]Fan Modules 
        
	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1449014] N2K-C2148-FAN 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441666]N2K-C2248-FAN 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441668]N2K-C2248-FAN-B 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441670]N2K-C2232-FAN 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441672]N2K-C2232-FAN-B 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441674]NXA-FAN-30CFM-F 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441676]NXA-FAN-30CFM-B 
        
	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1449016]Port-Side Exhaust 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441682]Port-Side Exhaust 
        
 (Blue) 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441684]Port-Side 
        
 Intake 
        
 (Red) 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441686]Port-Side Exhaust (Blue) 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441688]Port-Side 
        
 Intake 
        
 (Red) 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441690]Port-Side Exhaust (Blue) 
        	 
        
        [bookmark: pgfId-1441692]Port-Side 
        
 Intake 
        
 (Red) 
        
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441694]2348UPQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441696]3
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449018] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441698]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441700]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441702]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441704]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441706]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441708]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441710]2348TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441712]3
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449020] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441714]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441716]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441718]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441720]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441722]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441724]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455545]2348TQ-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455547]3
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455549] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455551]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455553]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455555]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455557]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455559]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1455561]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441726]2332TQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441728]3
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449022] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441730]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441732]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441734]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441736]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441738]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441740]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441758]2248TP-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441760]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449026] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441762]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441764]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441766]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441768]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441770]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441772]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441774]2248TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441776]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449028] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441778]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441780]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441782]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441784]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441786]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441788]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441790]2248PQ
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441792]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449030]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441794]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441796]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441798]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441800]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441802]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441804]X
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441806]2232TM-E
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441808]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449032] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441810]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441812]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441814]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441816]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441818]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441820]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441822]2232TM
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441824]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449034] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441826]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441828]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441830]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441832]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441834]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441836]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441838]2232PP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441840]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449036] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441842]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441844]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441846]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441848]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441850]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441852]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441854]2224TP
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441856]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449038] 
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441858]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441860]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441862]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441864]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441866]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1441868]—
 
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448705]2148T
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448707]1
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449040]X
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448709]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448711]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448713]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448715]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448717]—
 	 [bookmark: pgfId-1448719]—
 

 
   
  
  
  [bookmark: pgfId-1441871][bookmark: Ports_and_Connectors][bookmark: 88226]Ports and Connectors
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441872]Host-facing ports are on the left side of the chassis and parent-switch facing fabric ports are on the right side of the chassis. Each set of ports are numbered from top to bottom then left to right.
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1441873]For more information on the transceivers that you can use with the ports, see the  Cisco Transceiver Modules Compatibility Information  at:  http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/interfaces-modules/transceiver-modules/products-device-support-tables-list.html 
 
  
  
  [bookmark: pgfId-1442228][bookmark: Chassis_Features][bookmark: 80528]Chassis Features
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442230][bookmark: 72921]The following sections describe the external hardware features used when installing, connecting, or doing maintenance on the Cisco Nexus 2300 and 2000 FEXs:
 
  	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442234]Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ FEX Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442238]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ and 2348TQ-E FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442242]Cisco Nexus 2332TQ FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442246]Cisco Nexus 2248TP and 2248TP-E FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442250]Cisco Nexus 2248PQ FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442254]Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442258]Cisco Nexus 2232PP FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442262]Cisco Nexus 2224TP FEX Chassis Features
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1443457]Cisco Nexus 2148T FEX Chassis Features

 
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442264][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2348UPQ_FEX_Features][bookmark: 14633]Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ FEX Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442265]The Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ (N2K-C2348UPQ) FEX has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442266]48 1/10-Gigabit host-facing unified-capable ports with the following connectivity:

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442267]–[image: blank.gif] 2-/4-/8-/16-Gigabit fiber channel on up to 24 ports (not supported on Cisco Nexus 9000 Series switches)
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442268]–[image: blank.gif] 1/10-Gigabit Ethernet
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1456823]–[image: blank.gif] FCoE (not supported on Cisco Nexus 9000 Series switches) 
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1456846]6 40-Gigabit parent-switch facing fabric ports (for QSFP+ transceivers and 40-Gigabit QSFP+ to four 10-Gigabit SFP+ breakout cables) that support BiDi optics. Two dedicated uplink ports are color coded yellow and four flexible interface ports are color coded white.
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442271]1 HDMI management/console port

 
    
    [image: note.gif] 
    
   
 
   [bookmark: pgfId-1460109]Note[image: blank.gif] Flex Ports (SIF) are not supported on Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ FEX.
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442275]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-1, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-2. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454658]Figure 1-1 [bookmark: 26277]Features on the Fan-Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454662] 
 
    
    [image: 353642.tif] 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454680] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454665]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454667]Power supply modules (one or two, hot swappable) (AC power supplies shown)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454669]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454671]Management/Console HDMI port
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454673]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454675]Fan modules (three, hot swappable)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454677]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454679] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454815]Figure 1-2 [bookmark: 45015]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2348UPQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454819] 
 
    
    [image: 353697.tif] 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1454829] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454822]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454824]Fixed 1- and 10-Gigabit Unified-capable ports (48) for SFP or SFP+ transceivers
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1454826]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1454828]40-Gigabit ports (six) for QSFP+ transceivers and 40-Gigabit QSFP+ to four 10-Gigabit SFP+ breakout cables
 

 
    
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442321][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2348TQ_and_2348TQ-E_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 10054]Cisco Nexus 2348TQ and 2348TQ-E FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442322]The Cisco Nexus 2348TQ (N2K-C2348TQ) and 2348TQ-E (N2K-C2348TQ-E) FEXs have the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442323]48 10GBASE-T host-facing ports that support 100-Megabit and 1/10-Gigabit speeds, and FCoE (FCoE not supported on Cisco Nexus 9000 Series switches)
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442324]6 40-Gigabit parent-switch facing fabric ports (for QSFP+ transceivers and 40-Gigabit QSFP+ to four 10-Gigabit SFP+ breakout cables) that support BiDi optics. Two dedicated uplink ports are color coded yellow and four flexible interface ports are color coded white.
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449372]1 HDMI management/console port

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442329]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-3, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-4. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442334]Figure 1-3 [bookmark: 98899]Features on the Fan-Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2348TQ and 2348TQ-E FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442338] 
 
    
    [image: 349860.jpg] 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442364] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442341]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442343]Power supply modules (one or two, hot swappable) (AC power supply shown)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442345]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442347]Management/Console HDMI port
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442349]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442351]Fan modules (three, hot swappable)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442353]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442355]Status LED
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442357]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442359]ID LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442361]6 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442363]Six screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442366]Figure 1-4 [bookmark: 67281]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2348TQ and 2348TQ-E FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442370] 
 
    
    [image: 349861.jpg] 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442396] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442373]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442375]ID LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442377]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442379]40-Gigabit ports (six) for QSFP+ transceivers and 40-Gigabit QSFP+ to four 10-Gigabit SFP+ breakout cables
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442381]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442383]Status LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442385]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442387]Six screw holes for mounting brackets
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442389]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442391]Fixed 100M/1G/10GBASE-T Ports (48)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442393]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442395] 
 

 
    
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442398][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2332TQ_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 23661]Cisco Nexus 2332TQ FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442399]The Cisco Nexus 2332TQ (N2K-2332TQ) FEX supports FCoE and has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442400]32 10GBASE-T host-facing ports that support 100-Megabit and 1/10-Gigabit speeds
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442401]4 40-Gigabit parent-switch facing fabric ports that support BiDi optics.
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1449408]1 HDMI management/console port

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442406]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-5, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-6. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442411]Figure 1-5 [bookmark: 25928]Features on the Fan-Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2332TQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442415] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442441] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442418]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442420]Power supply modules (one or two, hot swappable) (AC power supplies shown)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442422]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442424]Management/Console HDMI port
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442426]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442428]Fan modules (three, hot swappable)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442430]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442432]Status LED
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442434]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442436]ID LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442438]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442440] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442443]Figure 1-6 [bookmark: 20814]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2332TQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442447] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442465] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442450]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442452]ID LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442454]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442456]Fixed 100M/1G/10GBASE-T Ports (32)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442458]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442460]Status LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442462]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442464]40-Gigabit ports (4) for QSFP+ transceivers
 

 
    
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442467][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2248TP_and_2248TP-E_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 20611]Cisco Nexus 2248TP and 2248TP-E FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442468]The Cisco Nexus 2248TP (N2K-C2248TP) and 2248TP-E (N2K-C2248TP-E) FEX have the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442469]48 100/1000 BASE-T RJ-45 host-facing ports
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442470]4 10-Gigabit SFP+ parent-switch facing fabric ports
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442471]1 management or console HDMI port

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442475]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-7, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-8. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442480]Figure 1-7 [bookmark: 98822]Features on the Fan-Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2248TP and 2248TP-E FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1450759] 
 
    
    [image: 239288.eps] 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442501] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442486]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442488]Power supply module (one or two, hot swappable) (AC power supplies shown)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442490]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442492]Power supply (blank shown for installations with only one power supply)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442494]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442496]Fan tray
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442498]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442500]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442502]Figure 1-8 [bookmark: 95619]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2248TP and 2248TP-E FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442506] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442524] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442509]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442511]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442513]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442515]100/1000BASE-T host-facing ports (48) for RJ-45 connectors
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442517]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442519]Management/console HDMI port
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442521]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442523]10-Gigabit parent-switch facing ports (4) for SFP+ transceivers
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   [bookmark: pgfId-1451646]Note[image: blank.gif] On Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches, for a fully dedicated 10-Gbps bandwidth through a M1 Series 32-port 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (either the N7K-M132XP-12 or N7K-M132XP-12L), connect each FEX to one port in a set of four shared ports on the module (you connect each set of shared ports to one FEX). If you are using the M2 Series 24-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-M224XP-23L), you can connect the FEX to any of its ports for a fully dedicated bandwidth. If you are using the F2 Series 48-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-F248XP-25), use the connectivity rule order (connect the same port numbers for each port group (for example, if you connect ports 1 and 2 of a port-group, then connect the same ports of another port group).
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442526][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2248PQ_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 41608]Cisco Nexus 2248PQ FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442527]The Cisco Nexus 2248PQ (N2K-C2248PQ) supports FCoE and Data Center Bridging technologies, and it has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442528]48 1- and 10-Gigabit Ethernet (SFP+) host-facing ports
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442529]4 40-Gigabit (QSFP+) parent-switch facing fabric ports (each port can be split to four 10-Gigabit ports)
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442530]1 management or console HDMI port

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442534]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-9, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-10. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442539]Figure 1-9 [bookmark: 78263]Features on the Fan-Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2248PQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442543] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442569] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442546]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442548]Screw holes (6) for attaching a mounting bracket. 
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442550]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442552]Fan modules (4)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442554]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442556]Grounding pad
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442558]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442560]ID and Status LEDs
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442562]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442564]AC or DC power supply (1 or 2) (AC power supply shown)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442566]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442568] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442570]Figure 1-10 [bookmark: 29542]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2248PQ FEX Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442574] 
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         [bookmark: pgfId-1451904]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451906]Management/console HDMI port
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451908]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451910]40-Gigabit parent-switch facing ports (4) for QSFP+ transceivers
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451912]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451914]ID LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451916]6 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451918]6 screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451920]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451922]Status LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451924]7 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451926]Grounding pad
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451928]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451930]Fixed 1- and 10-Gigabit host-facing ports (48) for SFP or SFP+ transceivers
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1451932]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1451934] 
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   [bookmark: pgfId-1451936]Note[image: blank.gif] On Cisco Nexus 5000 and 6000 Series switches, this FEX is supported with the Cisco Nexus 5500 Series and Cisco Nexus 6004 switches as parent switches. The supported software is Cisco Nexus OS Release 6.0(2)N1(1) or later.
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442610][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2232TM_and_2232TM-E_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 81053]Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442611]The Cisco Nexus 2232TM (N2K-C2232TM) and 2232TM-E (N2K-C2232TM-E) FEXs have the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442612]32 1- and 10-GBASE-T host-facing ports
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442613]8 10-Gigabit Ethernet (SFP+) parent-switch facing fabric ports on an uplink module
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442614]1 HDMI port for console or management usage

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442618]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-11, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-12. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442623]Figure 1-11 [bookmark: 91111]Features on the Fan Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442624] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442654] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442631]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442633]Power supply
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442635]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442637]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442639]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442641]Fan tray 
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442643]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442645]6 screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442647]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442649]Power supply (blank shown for installations with only one power supply)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442651]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442653] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442656]Figure 1-12 [bookmark: 67351]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E Chassis
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442686] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442663]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442665]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442667]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442669]10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing fabric ports for SFP+ transceivers (8)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442671]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442673]Management/console HDMI port
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442675]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442677]6 screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442679]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442681]1- /10-GBASE-T host-facing ports (32) for RJ-45 connectors
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442683]6 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442685]Grounding pad
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   [bookmark: pgfId-1452204]Note[image: blank.gif] On the Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches, for a fully dedicated 10-Gbps bandwidth through a M1 Series 32-port 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (either the N7K-M132XP-12 or N7K-M132XP-12L), connect each FEX to one port in a set of four shared ports on the module (you connect each set of shared ports to one FEX). If you are using the M2 Series 24-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-M224XP-23L), you can connect the FEX to any of its ports for a fully dedicated bandwidth. If you are using the F2 Series 48-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-F248XP-25), use the connectivity rule order (connect the same port numbers for each port group, for example, if you connect ports 1 and 2 of a port-group, then connect the same ports of another port group).
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442689][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2232PP_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 47060][bookmark: 83889]Cisco Nexus 2232PP FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442690]The Cisco Nexus 2232PP (N2K-C2232PP) supports FCoE, and it has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442691]32 1- and 10-Gigabit Ethernet host-facing ports for SFP or SFP+ transceivers
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442692]8 10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing fabric ports for SFP+ transceivers
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442693]1 HDMI port for a console or management connection

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442697]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-13, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-14. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442702]Figure 1-13 [bookmark: 36465]Features on the Fan Module Side of the Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442707] 
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         [bookmark: pgfId-1442710]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442712]Power supply
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442714]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442716]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442718]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442720]Fan tray 
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442722]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442724]6 screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442726]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442728]Power supply (blank shown for installations with only one power supply)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442730]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442732] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442735]Figure 1-14 [bookmark: 32845]Features on the Port Side of the Cisco Nexus 2232TM and 2232TM-E Chassis
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1442765] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442742]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442744]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442746]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442748]10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing fabric ports for SFP+ transceivers (8)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442750]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442752]Management/console HDMI port
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442754]5 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442756]6 screw holes for attaching a mounting bracket
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442758]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442760]1- /10-GBASE-T host-facing ports (48) for SFP or SFP+ transceivers
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442762]6 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442764]Grounding pad
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   [bookmark: pgfId-1452433]Note[image: blank.gif] On the Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches, for a fully dedicated 10-Gbps bandwidth through a M1 Series 32-port 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (either the N7K-M132XP-12 or N7K-M132XP-12L), connect each FEX to one port in a set of four shared ports on the module (you connect each set of shared ports to one FEX). If you are using the M2 Series 24-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-M224XP-23L), you can connect the FEX to any of its ports for a fully dedicated bandwidth. If you are using the F2 Series 48-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-F248XP-25), use the connectivity rule order (connect the same port numbers for each port group (for example, if you connect ports 1 and 2 of a port-group, then connect the same ports of another port group).
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1442767][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2224TP_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 99268]Cisco Nexus 2224TP FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442768]The Cisco Nexus 2224TP (N2K-C2224TP) has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442769]24 100/1000BASE-T host-facing ports for RJ-45 connectors
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442770]2 10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing fabric ports for SFP+ transceivers
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442771]1 HDMI port for a console or management connection

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442775]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-15, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-16. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442800]Figure 1-15 [bookmark: 99053]Fan side of the Cisco Nexus 2224TP Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1453226] 
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         [bookmark: pgfId-1456085]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1456087]Power supply
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1456089]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1456091]Power supply (blank shown for installations with only one power supply)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1456093]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1456095]Fan tray (1)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1456097]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1456099]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1442822]Figure 1-16 [bookmark: 70417]Rear View of the Nexus 2224TP Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1453223] 
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         [bookmark: pgfId-1442807]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442809]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442811]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442813]100/1000BASE-T host-facing ports (24) for RJ-45 connectors
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442815]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442817]HDMI port for a console or management connection
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1442819]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1442821]10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing ports (2) for SFP+ transceivers
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   [bookmark: pgfId-1452462]Note[image: blank.gif] On the Cisco Nexus 7000 Series switches, for a fully dedicated 10-Gbps bandwidth through a M1 Series 32-port 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (either the N7K-M132XP-12 or N7K-M132XP-12L), connect each FEX to one port in a set of four shared ports on the module (you connect each set of shared ports to one FEX). If you are using the M2 Series 24-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-M224XP-23L), you can connect the FEX to any of its ports for a fully dedicated bandwidth. If you are using the F2 Series 48-port, 10-Gigabit Ethernet I/O module (N7K-F248XP-25), use the connectivity rule order (connect the same port numbers for each port group (for example, if you connect ports 1 and 2 of a port-group, then connect the same ports of another port group).
 
    
    
 
    
   
 
   
   
   [bookmark: pgfId-1443171][bookmark: Cisco_Nexus_2148T_FEX_Chassis_Features][bookmark: 31732]Cisco Nexus 2148T FEX Chassis Features
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1452905]The Cisco Nexus 2148T (N2K-C2148T) has the following interfaces:
 
   	 [bookmark: pgfId-1452971]48 1-Gigabit Ethernet host-facing ports
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1452907]4 10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing fabric ports for SFP+ transceivers
	 [bookmark: pgfId-1452908]1 HDMI port for a console or management connection

 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1452912]The features on the fan-module side of this FEX chassis are identified in Figure 1-17, and the features on the port side of this chassis are identified in Figure 1-18. 
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1395990]Figure 1-17 [bookmark: 77136]Fan side of the Cisco Nexus 2148T Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1395994] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1396012] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1395997]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1395999]Power supply (two)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396001]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396003]Status (top) and ID (bottom) LEDs
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396005]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396007]Fan tray (1)
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396009]  
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396011] 
 

 
    
    [bookmark: pgfId-1396018]Figure 1-18 [bookmark: 81226]Rear View of the Cisco Nexus 2148T Chassis
 
    [bookmark: pgfId-1396022] 
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    [bookmark: pgfId-1396040] 
 
    
    	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396025]1 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396027]System status (top) and Beacon (bottom) LED
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396029]3 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396031]1-Gigabit Ethernet host-facing ports (48)
 
	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396033]2 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396035]HDMI port
 	 
         
         [bookmark: pgfId-1396037]4 
         	 [bookmark: pgfId-1396039]10-Gigabit Ethernet parent-switch facing ports (4) for SFP+ transceivers
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